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Green Springs Animal Hospital Offers Grooming and Spa Treatments for Various Pets 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
Braintree, Massachusetts, November 19, 2013 – Braintree’s Green Springs Animal 
Hospital announced the opening of their new Lake Wing, a portion of the hospital 
devoted to enhanced wellness and preventive medicine. The new wing will also offer 
grooming and spa treatments, both of which aim to improve overall pet health. 
  
The on-site salon and spa in the new Lake Wing gives pet owners more access, control, 
knowledge and convenience for their pet’s treatment needs efficiently under the same 
roof. The salon and spa, located on the second floor just down the hallway and around the 
corner from the animal hospital, is dedicated to the comfort and safety of your pet. It 
offers the safest high quality grooming equipment available that’s capable of 
accommodating each pet in a clean, accessible and relaxed atmosphere. The 2500 square 
foot facility is outfitted with the latest and safest grooming equipment. A clipper vacuum 
system keeps the blades cool while removing clippings and dander. Hydraulic grooming 
tables with ramps can be lowered so pets of any size and age can walk onto the tables 
with ease.  
 
“No need to worry about your pet being cooped up until his vet appointment, when he 
can lounge in one of our pet condos complete with large play areas and a special area for 
when nature calls,” said Janice Grayson, one of the qualified experience groomers on 
staff who was in charge of designing the facility’s floor plan. Dr. Denton, the senior 
veterinarian at the animal hospital, stressed the importance of proper pet grooming, which 
for many pets, is part of a comprehensive wellness approach and an important part of 
proper pet hygiene. Denton further added, “The success of treating any illness can hinge 
on early detection. Discovering skin conditions, preventing heat strokes, and providing 
basic comfort are just some of the health benefits of proper grooming.”  
 
Qualified groomers on staff, trained in using natural calming techniques will be familiar 
with your pet’s medical history and personality to provide the best care and put your pet 
at ease. Proper grooming reveals rashes, tumors, fleas and ticks, ear infections and other 
issues that require veterinary attention and appropriate medical treatment. Pet owners 
need only walk their pets from the Lake Wing, down the hallway and around the corner 
to reach the animal hospital where a doctor and staff are waiting in a suite of modern 
examination rooms. The proximity of the salon and spa also makes it possible for Dr. 
Denton or an assistant to walk over and examine your pet if alerted to any health 
concerns to determine if immediate medical treatment is necessary. During our grand 
opening take advantage of 30% off a grooming session for your pet when buy one of our 
select pet pampering products. 



 

 

 
Pet owners interested in learning more about the new Lake Wing, as it relates to the 
animal hospital and Dr. Eugene Denton, can visit the website at 
www.greenspringsanimalhospitalspa.com for Green Springs Animal Hospital and Spa. 
Viewing the services offered and browsing photos describing the facility and all the 
amenities are also available on the site. For more information or to speak with a staff 
member to schedule appointments call – 888-555-1000. 
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